The REPLICATE™ System
A new way to think about tooth replacement.

The Natural Choice
For many of us, a trip to the dentist is met with a sense of dread. The REPLICATE Immediate Tooth Replacement System is helping to change that. This revolutionary technology enables your dentist to replace a tooth quickly, easily and naturally.

The Closest Thing to Nature
A REPLICATE Tooth is an individualized replica of your original tooth from root to crown.

No Drilling, No Waiting
Your old tooth is simply removed and immediately replaced with the REPLICATE Tooth.

No Damage to Healthy Teeth
Only the defective tooth is replaced. There is no need to file or damage adjacent teeth.

About Natural Dental Implants
At Natural Dental Implants AG we use state of the art imaging, computer aided design and computer aided manufacturing technologies to design and manufacture your 100% customized REPLICATE Tooth. Every REPLICATE Tooth undergoes rigorous testing and multiple quality assurance checks before it arrives at your dentist’s office.

We make every REPLICATE Tooth with the needs of the individual patient in mind. We are dedicated to human-centered dental care and improving the patient experience one patient at a time.
How it works
The REPLICATE System procedure is less invasive than traditional dental implants. The entire process is usually complete in about six months.

1. Imaging
At your first appointment, a physical or digital impression of your teeth plus a three-dimensional X-ray is taken. From this a completely individualized replica of your tooth will be created within two weeks.

2. Replacement
At your second appointment, your original tooth is removed and immediately replaced with the REPLICATE Tooth. To protect your new tooth during healing a Temporary Protective Crown is bonded to an adjacent tooth.

3. Healing
Your new tooth will require approximately six months to heal and become strongly embedded in the surrounding bone. During this time your dentist will give you instructions regarding diet and oral hygiene.

4. Permanent Crown
After healing is complete, the Temporary Protective Crown will be replaced with a final permanent crown that is colored to match your surrounding teeth.

Patient FAQ

Can the REPLICATE System be used to replace any tooth?
The REPLICATE System can only be used if the original tooth is still in place. Also your dentist will need to evaluate if the surrounding bone structure is healthy enough to accept a REPLICATE Tooth.

How long does a REPLICATE Tooth last?
Like other implants placed in the body, e.g. tooth, hip, knee, the root of the REPLICATE Tooth is made of medical grade titanium. Titanium is proven to be well accepted by the body and to last for decades. As long as the surrounding bone remains healthy, the root of a REPLICATE Tooth should last a lifetime. If the crown should become damaged, this can be easily replaced.

Is the REPLICATE Tooth procedure painful?
Probably the worst part of the procedure is having your old tooth removed, which is of course done using anesthesia. The new REPLICATE Tooth is then tapped into place. While for most patients this is not painful, for some it can be uncomfortable.

How long does the entire REPLICATE Tooth replacement procedure take?
From first visit to final crown placement, the REPLICATE Tooth procedure usually takes about six months. However, since the REPLICATE Tooth is placed immediately after removal of the original tooth, there is never a time when you have to live without a tooth. Most of the six months is simply to allow the bone surrounding the REPLICATE Tooth to heal before a final crown is placed.

Do you have more questions?

Go to www.replicatetooth.com for more information.
Ask your dentist if the REPLICATE System is right for you.